
Project Manager
Location: Thessaloniki, Greece / Zeist, The Netherlands
Level: Mid
Experience: At least 2 years

About NET2GRID

NET2GRID is a young, innovative company that offers leading-edge AI and machine learning services
in energy insights based on smart meter data.
We pride ourselves in delivering market leading algorithms to identify individual appliances, measure
their consumption and determine their efficiency in comparison with the best in class.
Our service is used by energy suppliers worldwide. Helping them to build a loyal customer base of
satisfied customers, reduce their operational cost and expand their business.

We have offices in the Netherlands, Greece and Germany. This position is based in Thessaloniki or The

Netherlands.

Is that something you’d like to contribute to?

Your Role:

You are in charge of some of our most common projects that are between the stages of Sales

(contract signed) and Customer Acceptance. Usually these projects span from 2 to 8 months,

depending on the size and complexity. Our Technology factory is regularly involved due to

customization requirements and hardware production that can also be needed.

Responsibilities

● Help develop effective and efficient project management functions in NET2GRID.



● Develop project plans utilizing standardized documentation templates, manage the

documentation and completion throughout the project lifecycle.

● Develop project scope and objectives, involving all relevant stakeholders and ensuring

technical feasibility.

● Engage key stakeholders and project sponsors from discovery to project close, prioritizing and

managing scope, cost, and timelines.

● Capture customer requirements  and successfully communicate them to the technical team.

● Manage the overall project pipeline, carefully handling conflicting requirements and priorities.

● Ensure delivery of projects on-time, within scope and within budget; successfully manage and

minimize potential risks of the projects or any changes that may arise.

● Host weekly syncs, documenting milestones, action items, and escalation points.

● Conduct deep-dive meetings with stakeholders and SMEs as projects dictate, documenting

minutes and actions required, and developing timelines for resolution.

● Validate the workflows and processes of incoming opportunities.

● Act as a communication hub, managing expectations and competing agendas of various

stakeholders and project priorities.

● Collaborate with internal and external partners on process and operational improvements

throughout the project cycle, troubleshooting when discrepancies arise.

● Manage client relationships and expectations throughout the project life cycle.

● Conduct project closure processes and contribute to organization-wide procedure

improvements using lessons learned.

Must have

● Project management experience in IT (>2years)

● At least bachelor degree in relevant area (IT, business, economics,...)

● English fluent in writing and speaking (mandatory)

● Preferably based in The Netherlands or Thessaloniki, Greece

Nice to have

● Affinity with energy-transition, smart-grid or smart-home topics



● Project management certification

● Greek or Dutch speaking

Why work at NET2GRID?
Want to join our team and be part of this fast growing, innovative and fun Tech company?

NET2GRID offers a dynamic start-up environment where you are able to take your career to the next

level. If you are passionate about AI, Machine learning, data-analytics, cloud computing, embedded

development or you're passionate about the energy transition, new energy business models and

innovative customer projects, join us!

How to apply:

Please send your motivation and up-to-date CV at hr@net2grid.com .

mailto:hr@net2grid.com

